COLLEGE OF SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES
DEPARTMENT CHAIR LISTING
2018-2019

1. Anthropology- Dr. Jennifer Wies
2. Biology- Dr. Kemuel Badger
3. Chemistry- Dr. Robert Sammelson
4. Computer Science- Dr. Paul Buis
5. Criminal Justice and Criminology- Dr. Michael P. Brown
6. English- Professor Cathy Day (Fall) & Dr. Patrick Collier (Spring)
7. Geography- Dr. Kevin Turcotte
8. Geological Sciences- Dr. Richard Fluegeman
9. History- Dr. Abel Alves
10. Mathematical Sciences- Dr. Michael Karls
11. Modern Languages and Classics- Dr. Christopher Luke
12. Natural Resources and Environmental Management- Dr. Amy Gregg
13. Philosophy and Religious Studies- Dr. Daniel Reagan
14. Physics and Astronomy- Dr. Joel Bryan
15. Political Science- Dr. Darren Wheeler
16. Psychological Science- Dr. Guy Mittleman
17. Sociology- Dr. Chad Menning